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Abstract Head pose estimation is a challenging computer
vision problem with important applications in different
scenarios such as human-computer interaction or face
recognition. In this paper, we present a 3D head pose
estimation algorithm based on non-linear manifold
learning. A key feature of the proposed approach is that it
allows modeling the underlying 3D manifold that results
from the combination of rotation angles. To do so, we use
tensor decomposition to generate separate subspaces for
each variation factor and show that each of them has a clear
structure that can be modeled with cosine functions from
a unique shared parameter per angle. Such representation
provides a deep understanding of data behavior. We show
that the proposed framework can be applied to a wide
variety of input features and can be used for different
purposes. Firstly, we test our system on a publicly available
database, which consists of 2D images and we show that
the cosine functions can be used to synthesize rotated
versions from an object from which we see only a 2D
image at a specific angle. Further, we perform 3D head
pose estimation experiments using other two types of
features: automatic landmarks and histogram-based 3D
descriptors. We evaluate our approach on two publicly
available databases, and demonstrate that angle estimations
can be performed by optimizing the combination of these
cosine functions to achieve state-of-the-art performance.
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1 Introduction
Head pose estimation is a relevant problem for several
computer vision applications, including human-computer
interaction, video conferencing, face recognition and facial
motion analysis (Wang et al., 2018). Head pose estimation
has traditionally been performed on 2D images, but
advances in 3D acquisition systems have led to a growing
interest in methods that operate on 3D data (Seemann
et al., 2004; Fanelli et al., 2013). These methods are less
sensitive to changes in illumination and viewpoint than 2D
image-based approaches, which makes them more accurate
and robust. Therefore, in this work we focus on head pose
estimation from 3D data.
The goal of head pose estimation is to predict the relative
orientation between the camera and a 3D mesh of the target
head. This orientation is usually represented by three
angles: rotation around vertical axis (yaw angle), around the
side-to-side axis (pitch angle), and around the front-to-back
axis (roll angle). Despite the fact that standard features
used to represent 3D meshes lie in high-dimensional
spaces, a key observation to solve this problem is that
the aforementioned angles define a lower-dimensional
manifold with only 3 degrees of freedom. This fact makes
tensor decomposition and manifold learning appealing
frameworks for the estimation of the orientation parameters.
In particular, factorization methods such as multi-linear
decomposition (De Lathauwer et al., 2000; Wang et al.,
2017b), are able to separate the variations produced by the
different factors (i.e. angles) into separate subspaces, thus
obtaining specific parametrizations for each of them. On the
other hand, manifold learning (Wang et al., 2017a) can be
used to find the low-dimensional manifold structure defined
by the orientation angles.
In this context, some previous works have attempted
to use the frameworks described above for head pose
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estimation. Concretely, methods such as Isomap (Raytchev
et al., 2004) or Local Linear Embedding (Fu and Huang,
2006) have been explored in order to learn the underlying
manifold structure defined by the orientation parameters.
Even though the cited methods are able to learn generic
low-dimensional data representations, the resulting
manifold is only defined implicitly and, therefore, it is
difficult to introduce specific constraints to model the
inherent structure defined by rotation variations.
In order to address this limitation, we propose a novel
approach to learn the manifold defined by 3D rotations.
In particular, our method is able to explicitly model
its underlying structure with an analytic form which
takes into account the specific constraints imposed by
orientation variations. For this purpose, we use multi-linear
decomposition over data descriptors in order to split the
variation factors (i.e. yaw, pitch and roll) and obtain a set
of subspaces whose coefficients are governed by an unique
parameter. These coefficients define a continuous curve
in each of the sub-spaces that corresponds to the pose
variation along one of the rotation angles. We demonstrate
that the proposed approach can be applied to a wide variety
of input features and, further, the obtained coefficients
can be modeled in terms of trigonometric functions,
which are indeed the bases to explain rotation effects.
Thus, we introduce a minimization framework for pose
estimation based on tensor decomposition constrained by
trigonometric functions so that the solutions obtained are
always compatible with the underlying rotation manifold.
Preliminary results of our approach were presented in
(Derkach et al., 2018).
In our experiments, we start by investigating the
structure of the subspace obtained by multi-linear
decomposition of 2D images when such subspace
corresponds to one rotation angle using 2D images.
We show that the obtained coefficients correctly describe
the rotation effect, and they can indeed be modeled by
a trigonometric function. We also demonstrate that these
coefficients can be used to synthesize rotated versions
of an object from which we only see one image at a
particular rotation angle. Then, we generalize this result to
rotations along any of the 3 spatial axes and demonstrate
its usefulness by applying it to head pose estimation.
We perform 3D head pose estimation experiments using
other two types of features: automatic landmarks and
histogram-based 3D descriptors. We evaluate our approach
over two large and publicly available 3D face corpora: the
SASE (Lu¨si et al., 2016b) and BIWI databases (Fanelli
et al., 2013) and demonstrate that angle estimations can
be performed by optimizing the combination of cosine
functions to achieve state-of-the-art performance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces a brief review of the existing approaches for
head pose estimation. In Section 3 we give an overview
of tensor decomposition methods, especially focusing
on the higher order SVD (HOSVD). Section 4 explains
how the tensor decomposition framework can be used to
model data variations caused by rotations and shows how
it can be applied for pose estimation. Then in Section 5 we
perform qualitative experiments on a dataset of images with
rotation about only one axis. In this experiment we show
how the obtained coefficients can be modeled using cosine
functions. Once the coefficients are obtained, we show
that they can be used to synthesize rotated versions from
an object from which we have only seen a 2D image at a
specific angle. In Section 6 we demonstrate the application
of the proposed framework to the problem of 3D head
pose estimation from depth data using two different type of
features. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
2 Related work
There exist a considerable number of works that have
addressed head pose estimation (Murphy-Chutorian and
Trivedi, 2009) and an extensive review of all of them is
out of the scope of this paper. Instead, we will focus on
those approaches that are more related our work, namely
methods that either use manifold learning algorithms or
those that perform head pose estimation based on 3D data.
It should also be mentioned that there is a recent trend of
promising methods based on powerful machine learning
algorithms, such us random projection forests (Lee et al.,
2015), convolutional random forests (Lee et al., 2017)
and convolutional neural networks (CNNs) (Chen et al.,
2016; Lathuilie`re et al., 2017; Lathuilire et al., 2019; Liu
et al., 2016; Ahn et al., 2014; Patacchiola and Cangelosi,
2017; Ruiz et al., 2018), although they have been applied
mainly to head pose estimation from 2D images. A few
notable exceptions are the POSEidon network (Borghi
et al., 2017; Borghi et al., 2019), with an architecture
based on triple regressive CNNs to combine depth, motion
images and appearance cues (all of which are estimated
exclusively from the depth stream), and the work from
Wang et al. (2019), who employ two sub-networks based
on GoogleNet (Szegedy et al., 2015) to perform coarse and
fine pose estimation, reporting results both on 2D images
and depth-only information.
2.1 Manifold-based methods
Many methods have considered the model of the underlying
manifold structure of head pose variations (Sundararajan
and Woodard, 2015; Wang et al., 2017a). The main
idea behind these methods is that, regardless of the
dimensionality of the input features representing the mesh,
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there should be at most three degrees of freedom for head
pose variation, thus defining a 3D manifold (Raytchev et al.,
2004). However, in general, this manifold is embedded
non-linearly in the ambient space defined by the features,
which has led researchers to explore non-linear manifold
learning methods such as Locally Linear Embedding
(Fu and Huang, 2006), Isomap (Raytchev et al., 2004),
Synchronized Submanifold Embedding (Zhu et al.,
2014), Homeomorphic Manifold Analysis (Peng et al.,
2014), Neighborhood Preserving Embedding or Locality
Preserving Projection (BenAbdelkader, 2010) for head pose
estimation from 2D images.
An interesting possibility to enhance the embedding
results is to adopt a supervised strategy and use head pose
labels in order to learn the manifold structure. For example,
Balasubramanian et al. (2007) presented a Biased Manifold
Embedding (BME) framework in which the distance metric
between features is modified so that heads under similar
poses are brought closer to each other than they would
be under the unbiased (unsupervised) case. Similarly,
Wang and Song (2014) consider head-pose information to
constrain the distances between data points and present a
regression variant of Fisher Discriminant Analysis (FDA),
which they call supervised neighborhood-based FDA.
An alternative approach is followed by BenAbdelkader
(2010), who firstly apply unsupervised manifold learning
methods and then employ the head pose information to train
regressors in the resulting low-dimensional manifolds.
Liu et al. (2010) argue that a single manifold is
not enough for head pose estimation and that appearance
variations such as changes in identity, scale and illumination
make it necessary the use of multiple different manifolds to
model pose parameters. Thus, authors presented a clustering
method to construct multiple manifolds, each of which
characterizes the underlying subspace of some subjects.
Peng et al. (2014) also learn multiple manifolds; they use
Homeomorphic Manifold Analysis to build a separate
manifold for each subject and learn non-linear mappings to
relate each subject-manifold with a common pose-manifold
whose topology is predefined as a unit circle or sphere (for
addressing rotations about one or two axes, respectively).
The most similar work to ours is probably the one
from Takallou and Kasaei (2014), who learn a non-linear
tensor model based on multi-linear decomposition for head
pose estimation from 2D images. They build a three-way
tensor to account for identity, pose and pixels information,
targeting only yaw rotations. During training, they find
individual-dependent mappings between each training pose
and a unified pose manifold based on tensor decomposition.
At test time, each query image is projected into pose
and identity subspaces, which results in as many pose
coefficients as identities in the training set. The final
pose estimate is obtained by validating the available pose
coefficients in terms of compliance with the unified pose
manifold (e.g. inversely to the distance to training samples).
In contrast to our work, all of the above methods use 2D
images and most of them do not target rotations about the
three spacial axes, they consider rotations about only one
or two axes. Moreover, none of them provides an analytic
formulation for the pose manifold.
2.2 3D methods review
Head pose estimation has traditionally been performed
on 2D images. But recent advances in 3D acquisition
systems have led to a growing interest in methods that
operate on 3D data. These methods are less sensitive to
changes in illumination and viewpoint than 2D image-based
approaches, which makes them more accurate and robust.
An important distinction between different approaches is
the type of input data that is used. Firstly, very few methods
use only depth information, typically relying on curvatures,
symmetry planes or most salient facial landmarks, such as
the nose tip (Breitenstein et al., 2008; Sun and Yin, 2008; Li
and Pedrycz, 2014).
In contrast, a majority of head pose estimation
algorithms working in 3D, use also RGB data as additional
source of information, facilitating aspects such as face
detection and estimation of fiducial points. In this category
we find approaches based on the fusion of 2D and 3D
features (e.g. SIFT, HOG) to train regressors (Wang et al.,
2013), template fitting (Martin et al., 2014), such as 3D
Morphable Models (Ghiass et al., 2015; Yu et al., 2017),
or depth features initialized by 2D face detection (Papazov
et al., 2015).
Finally, it is also common to take advantage of temporal
information for tracking the head pose across sequences
of frames (Tulyakov et al., 2014; Gu et al., 2017; Barros
et al., 2018; Tan et al., 2018), which considerably improves
performance. However, tracking-based algorithms often
benefit from the fact that test sequences usually start with
nearly frontal head poses and their accuracy to detect
initial head poses other than frontal is not clear. Thus,
when comparing our results, we will focus on methods that
provide estimation results on a per-frame bases, without
tracking.
Interestingly, we see that previous methods targeting
head pose estimation from 3D data have not taken advantage
of the underlying manifold structure of 3D head rotations.
In contrast, we present a method that is able to explicitly
model its underlying manifold structure with an analytic
form that takes into account the specific constraints imposed
by orientation variations.
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3 Technical background: Tensor decomposition
In this section, we give a review of tensor decomposition
methods, especially focusing on the higher order SVD
(HOSVD) (Bergqvist and Larsson, 2010; Comon, 2014;
Kolda and Bader, 2009).
In many scenarios, data can be naturally represented as
multidimensional arrays and, therefore, it is beneficial to
take into account its inherent structure in order to analyze
it. For this purpose, the use of tensors is a natural solution.
In particular, a tensor is also known as a n-way array or a
n-mode matrix. Vectors and matrices can be considered as
first and second order tensors, respectively. First of all, we
will start by reviewing the standard SVD decomposition for
second order tensors.
For matrix A ∈ Rm×n we recall the SVD as being:
A =UΣV T =
r
∑
k=1
σkukvTk =
r
∑
k=1
σkuk⊗vk (1)
and for the elements ai j of A we have
ai j =
r
∑
k=1
uikσkkvik (2)
Here ⊗ denotes the tensor (or outer) product x⊗ y =∆
xyT ; Σ is a diagonal (r× r) matrix with nonzero singular
values of A (the square roots of the eigenvalues of AT A) on
its diagonal; uk and vk are the orthonormal columns of the
matrix U (m× r) and V (n× r), respectively, with vk being
the eigenvectors of AT A and uk = Avk/σk (Bergqvist and
Larsson, 2010).
The SVD is useful whenever we have a two-dimensional
data set {ai j}, which is naturally expressed in term of a
matrix A (second order tensor). In the application of this
paper we will deal with cases where the dimension is bigger
than two. Specifically, we will be interested in modeling
data that depends on 5 factors (fifth order tensor): features,
identity and 3 rotations about orthogonal spatial axes.
The SVD may be generalized to higher order tensors
(or multiway arrays). Given T ∈ RI1×I2×...×I5 , the
decomposition of the fifth order tensor can be expressed as
T =∑
J1
· · ·∑
J5
gJ1J2...J5u
(1)
J1
⊗u(2)J2 ⊗·· ·⊗u
(5)
J5
(3)
or as a mode product (De Lathauwer et al., 2000)
T = G ×1 U (1)×2 U (2) · · ·×5 U (5) (4)
where G ∈RJ1×J2×...×J5 is the core tensor and U (n) ∈RIn×Jn
– are the factor matrices (which are orthogonal) and can
be thought of as the principal components in each mode.
Fig. 1 (a) Illustration of a 3D tensor decomposition. (b) Unfolding of
the (I× J×K)-tensor T to the (I× JK)-matrix, the (J×KI)-matrix
and the (K× IJ)-matrix
The graphic representation of the Higher Order SVD (3D)
is shown on the Figu. 1(a);
The n-mode product of a tensor G ∈ RJ1×J2×...×JN by a
matrix U ∈ RIn×Jn denoted by G ×n U is an (J1× J2×·· ·×
Jn−1× In× Jn+1× ·· ·× JN)-tensor of which the entries are
given by
(G ×n U) j1 j2··· jn−1in jn+1··· jN =∑
jn
g j1 j2··· jn−1 jn jn+1··· jN uin jn (5)
In HOSVD, all matrices U (n) can be calculated by
performing a matrix SVD on the In×(I1I2 · · · In−1In+1 · · · IN)
matrix obtained by a flattering or unfolding ofT (Bergqvist
and Larsson, 2010; De Lathauwer et al., 2000).
The n-mode matricization (or unfolding) of a tensor
T ∈ RI1×I2×...×IN is denoted by T(n) and arranges the
n-mode fibers to be columns of the resulting matrix. Tensor
element (i1, i2, . . . , iN) maps to matrix element (in, j),
where
j = 1+
N
∑
k=1
k 6=n
(ik−1)Jk; Jk =

k−1
∏
m=1
m 6=n
Im, k > 1
0 otherwise
(6)
An example of unfolding of the third order tensor T is
shown in Fig. 1(b)
Since U (n) matrices are orthogonal, G in Eq. 4 is easily
calculated using Eq. 7 and it is called the core tensor which
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shows the interactions of U (n) matrices – factor matrices
(De Lathauwer et al., 2000).
G =T ×1 U (1)T ×2 U (2)T · · ·×5 U (5)T (7)
4 Proposed method
4.1 Multilinear decomposition and estimation of 3D
rotations
In the following, we explain how the tensor decomposition
framework described in Sec. 3 can be used to model
data variations caused by rotations. Consider a training
set composed by N samples xn ∈ RD f . For instance,
in head pose estimation, xn refers to a D f -dimensional
vector representing a 3D-descriptor extracted from a mesh.
Moreover, we assume that each xn is labelled according to
its identity plus 3 values defining its corresponding rotation
angles (i.e yaw, pitch and roll). By discretizing these values
into Dy, Dp and Dr bins respectively, we can represent the
whole dataset as a 5-way tensor T ∈ RNid×Dy×Dp×Dr×D f ,
where Nid is the number of subjects (identities) in the
training set.
By using Eq. 4, we can decompose T as:
T = G ×U (id)×U (y)×U (p)×U (r)×U ( f ) (8)
where G is the core tensor that governs the interaction
between the five different factors defining the dataset:
identity, rotation in the three angles and appearance (or
features) of a sample. Specifically, note that each U (∗) is a
matrix spanning a subspace for a given factor. Therefore,
its rows u(∗) can be seen as vectors representing the data
behavior for each parameter of the factor subspace.
For example, the rows of matrix U (id) encode the
distinctive characteristics that define the shape of the object
xn ∈ RD f . At the same time, each row in the matrices
U (y),U (p) and U (r) provides coefficients that define the
rotation of the object by a particular angle about each axis.
And finally, the product by G and U ( f ) can be interpreted
as a mapping of the shaped and rotated object into feature
space.
Thus, from our 5-way tensor, we have 4 modes that
correspond to factor subspaces plus another one that
corresponds to our input features and is usually combined
with the core in the auxiliary variable W = G ×U ( f ).
This variable can be understood as a basis that represents
the principal axes of variation in feature space across the
various factors (the other tensor modes) and how they
interact with each other to reconstruct the input features
(Vasilescu and Terzopoulos, 2002).
After obtaining the decomposition of the tensor T , a
sample x can be reconstructed as:
x=W ×u(id)×u(y)×u(p)×u(r), (9)
where W = G ×U ( f ) and {u(y), u(p),u(r)} are row vectors
from matrices {U (y), U (p), U (r)}. Therefore, it is also
theoretically possible to estimate the rotation angles for a
given test sample x ∈ RD f by minimizing its reconstruction
error (Tenenbaum and Freeman, 1997; Zhang et al., 2015):
argmin
u(y),u(p),u(r),u(id)
‖x−W ×u(y)×u(p)×u(r)×u(id)‖ (10)
Unfortunately, this becomes a minimization problem
in which we need to simultaneously solve for 3 viewpoint
parameterizations vectors (yaw u(y), pitch u(p) and roll
u(r)), and the identity vector u(id). There exist approaches to
solve the above minimization, e.g. iterative estimates of one
factor at a time or gradient-based optimization (Bakry and
Elgammal, 2014). However, they cannot guarantee accurate
estimates and the resulting solutions are often not compliant
with the manifold structure of the different subspaces. Thus,
the final estimates are typically obtained by applying some
correction to the results from the minimization of Eq. 10
(e.g. nearest neighbor search (Takallou and Kasaei, 2014))
so that they become compatible with the manifold structure
implicitly defined by the training examples.
4.2 Introducing rotation manifold constraints
In Sec. 4.1, we have described the use of tensor
decomposition to model the effect of 3D rotations much
like any other factor; e.g. notice how rotation factors and
identity are treated in an equivalent manner. However, such
general treatment does not take advantage of the special
structure that can be expected for rotation subspaces leading
to the generic formulation in Eq. 10, whose practical use is
limited.
Indeed, note that regardless of the resulting dimensionality
of the yaw, pitch and roll vectors (u(y), u(p) and u(r)), each of
them shall theoretically encode only the rotation about only
one axis. Hence, the coefficients of each of these vectors
are expected to be governed by a single parameter (their
corresponding rotation angle), describing a one-dimensional
manifold embedded in the higher dimensional ambient
space obtained by the tensor decomposition.
To illustrate the above, consider a simple example
with a dataset composed of 2D images of different objects
rotating with respect to a single axis (e.g, yaw angle). In
this scenario, the data depends on three factors: yaw angle,
object identity, and features (for which we can directly
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Fig. 2 Visualization of the first three coefficients of the pose variation subspace for a dataset of single object rotated about the vertical axis.
use the pixels). Using this dataset, we can build a tensor
and decompose it analogously to Eq. 8. By following
this procedure, we obtain three different matrices: U ( f ),
U (y) and U (id), spanning the sub-spaces corresponding to
features, rotation and identity, respectively. In Figure 2 we
show the values of the first three columns of matrix U (y),
corresponding to different images of a ”duck” object. We
can see that the values displayed in Figure 2 approximately
describe a spiral curve, making apparent that the coefficients
of the rotation subspace follow a uni-dimensional manifold
structure. This is consistent with the fact that the variations
captured by this subspace correspond to a single parameter:
the rotation angle about the vertical axis. As we will show
later in the experiments, this behaviour is not specific
for rotations about a single axis but holds for general
3D-rotations and also for different types of features.
Based on this observation, we propose to introduce
explicit constraints over the rotation coefficients {u(y),
u(p),u(r)} so that we can carry out their joint estimation
directly over the underlying rotation manifold. For this
purpose, we re-write Eq. 9 as follows:
x=W ×u(id)×u(y)×u(p)×u(r)
=W ×u(id)× f(y)(ω(y))× f(p)(ω(p))× f(r)(ω(r)) (11)
where f(∗) : R → RD∗ are parametric functions taking
as input an angle ω(∗) and giving as output a vector of
coefficients u(∗). In this way, we explicitly force the rotation
subspaces to be one-dimensional manifolds governed by
ω(∗).
By considering the reparametrization defined in Eq. 11,
the estimation of the rotation angles given a test sample x
can be obtained by minimizing the following reconstruction
error:
argmin
ω(y),ω(p),ω(r),u(id)
‖x− xˆ‖ (12)
xˆ=W ×u(id)× f(y)(ω(y))× f(p)(ω(p))× f(r)(ω(r))
where W = G ×U ( f ) and the optimized variables are the
angles ω∗ and the vector u(id).
This re-formulation of Eq. 10 allows to minimize
the reconstruction error directly fulfilling the manifold
structure of the rotation subspaces and reducing the number
of coefficients to optimize from (Nid +Dy +Dp +Dr) to
(Nid + 3). As we will show in the experimental results, this
offers a crucial advantage with respect to the framework
described in Sec. 4.1.
4.3 Constraints definition using trigonometric functions
In the previous section, we have discussed the advantages
of incorporating specific constraints into the rotation
coefficients u(∗) (see Eq. 9) in order to explicitly model
the pose changes of samples x. For this purpose, we have
parametrized each u(∗) by using a function f(∗) with a single
angle ω(∗) as input. However, we have not discussed yet the
specific definition of f(∗) used in this work.
To do so it is important to remember that we are looking
for functions that transform a rotation angle into a set of
coefficients that produce the desired rotation effect (once
appropriately combined by means of W ). In this sense we
may draw an analogy between the vectors u(∗) = f(∗)(ω(∗))
and 3D rotation matrices, which also have multiple
coefficients that in reality depend on a single parameter.1
1 Of course this applies to rotations about a single axis; the
general 3D-rotation case, depending on 3 parameters, could be anyway
decomposed in the product of 3 such rotation matrices, analogous to
the product of f(y)(ω(y))× f(p)(ω(p))× f(r)(ω(r)) in Eq. 11.
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Therefore, it is reasonable to hypothesize that the relation
between the coefficients of the rotation subspaces and their
corresponding rotation angles can be modeled by means of
trigonometric functions.
Going back to the example from Fig. 2, we can see
that the displayed rotation parameters describe an elliptical
trajectory, compatible with the above hypothesis. This
becomes more evident in Fig. 3, where we show the values
of these coefficients separately against the rotation angle. It
can be seen that the resulting wave-forms strongly resemble
those from the cosine functions. It should be mentioned
that, while we only display the first 3 dimensions of the
rotation subspace (corresponding to the first 3 columns
of matrix U (y)), the remaining columns follow a similar
pattern. Therefore, we will model f(∗) as vectors of real
functions based on cosines parameterized as follows:
f(∗)(ω(∗)) =
(
f1(ω(∗)), f2(ω(∗)), . . . fD∗(ω
(∗))
)
(13)
f j(ω(∗)) = α
(∗)
j cos(β
(∗)
j ω
(∗)+ γ(∗)j )+ϕ
(∗)
j (14)
1≤ j < D∗
where α(∗)j ,β
(∗)
j ,γ
(∗)
j and ϕ
(∗)
j are parameters defining
each specific cosine function. Note that, given a rotation
subspace, there will be a different set of parameters for
each dimension of the subspace, thus defining a spiral-like
structure that analytically represents the underlying
manifold.
To obtain the values of the parameters α(∗)j ,β
(∗)
j ,γ
(∗)
j and
ϕ(∗)j that define the analytic curves for each dimension of the
rotation subspaces we solve the following minimization:
argmin
α(∗)j ,β
(∗)
j ,γ
(∗)
j ,ϕ
(∗)
j
‖u(∗)i j − f j(ω(∗)i )‖ (15)
where u(∗)i j are the elements of matrices U
(y),U (p),U (r)
obtained from the decomposition of the training tensor
and ω(∗)i is the value corresponding to the i-th bin of the
discretized rotation angles used to construct the tensor. For
example, given a rotation range of [−Θ ,Θ ] and a uniform
discretization:
ω(∗)i =
2 i−D∗−1
D∗−1 Θ 1≤ i≤ D∗ (16)
4.4 Implementation details
Optimization method: Given previous definitions, during
learning and inference we need to minimize Eq. 15 and 12,
respectively. Given that in both cases the objective function
is differentiable with respect to the optimized parameters,
we use gradient-descent based optimization. Concretely,
we employ the L-BFGS method (Byrd et al., 1994) which
is a Quasi-Newton approach. L-BFGS employs the first
and second order derivatives of the objective function in
order to iteratively update the optimized variables. The
key difference between L-BFGS and other Quasi-Newton
methods is that the Hessian matrix is approximated with
a low-rank compact form, which renders the optimization
process much more efficient in terms of space and
computational cost. The required first-order derivatives of
Eq. 12 and 15 used during optimization are provided in the
Appendix. Moreover, note that L-BFGS does not require to
explicitly compute the second-order derivatives give that the
Hessian matrix is approximated from first-order gradients.
Training: The different steps involved to train the
proposed 3D pose estimation framework are summarized
in Algorithm 1. We start from a set of feature vectors {X},
each labeled with an identity and its yaw, pitch and roll
angles. Depending on the input data, these angles may need
to be discretized so that we obtain angular bins that are
consistent across all identities. This allows to organize the
input data into the 5D tensor T , which is decomposed to
obtain the core tensor G and the subspace matrices U (∗) for
each of the 5 factors in the tensor.
Testing: The feature-subspace matrix U ( f ), representing
the input space, is combined with the core to form the
auxiliary tensor W ; the identity-subspace matrix U (id) is
kept unchanged and the rotation-subspace matrices U (y),
U (p) and U (r) are reparameterized in terms of cosine
functions. Note that, for each rotation angle, there are as
many cosine functions as dimensions in the yaw, pitch and
roll subspaces, but all the functions in a given subspace are
governed by the same unique free variable, respectively
ω(y),ω(p),ω(r).
During testing, the unknown identity and rotation
angles of a feature vector x are estimated (Algorithm 2).
This is done by solving the minimization in Eq. 12 using
the auxiliary tensor W and the parameters learned during
training for each function f(∗). Note that, because the
factor subspaces are obtained by means of HOSVD,
their parameters are sorted in terms of their eigenvalue.
Therefore, even though each angular subspace results in
D∗−1 cosine functions, those with the smallest eigenvalues
are typically discarded due to their sensitivity to noise.
5 Experiments with a single rotation axis
In order to show that the proposed framework can be
applied to a wide variety of input features, we perform
several experiments. The first experiment is performed
on the COIL-20 database (Nene et al., 1996), where we
simply use the pixels of 2D images as features and use our
framework to impose analytic constraints to out-of/-plane
rotations of a variety of objects. Further, in Section 6,
we perform 3D head pose estimation experiments using
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Fig. 3 Values of the first three coefficients of the viewpoint subspace for the example from Figure 2. The blue curves show the actual values of
the first three columns of matrix U (y) and the red curves show their least-squares approximation with cosine functions
Algorithm 1: Training Phase
Input : {X} – set of feature vectors for each of the subjects
and each of the rotation angle labeled with
ω(y),ω(p),ω(r);
D(∗) – number of the bins to discretize rotation;
Output: W and set of parameters α(∗),β (∗),γ(∗),ϕ(∗) for each
of the rotation;
1 Build 5D tensor T ∈ RI1×I2×...×I5
2 Decompose T using HOSVD (Eq. 8)
3 T = G ×1 U (id)×2 U (y)×3 U (p)×4 U (r)×5 U ( f )
4 Compute W :
5 W = G ×5 U ( f )
6 foreach ω(∗) ∈ {ω(y),ω(p),ω(r)} do
7 foreach j-th column in matrix U (∗); (1≤ j < D∗) do
8 foreach i-th bin of the discretized rotation angles
(1≤ i≤ D∗) do
9 argmin
α(∗)j ,β
(∗)
j ,γ
(∗)
j ,ϕ
(∗)
j
‖u(∗)i j − f j(ω(∗)i )‖ ;
10 where f j(ω
(∗)
i ) is from Eq. 14;
11 end
12 end
13 end
Algorithm 2: Test Phase
Input : x – feature vector of unknown subject
Output: estimated angles – ω(y),ω(p),ω(r)
1 Initialize :
2 ω(y) = 0;ω(p) = 0;ω(r) = 0;
3 u(id) as vector with zeros;
4 Define functions using Eq. 14:
5 foreach j-th column in matrix U (∗); (1≤ j < D∗) do
6 f (y)j (ω
(y)) = α(y)j cos(β
(y)
j ω
(y)+ γ(y)j )+ϕ
(y)
j
7 f (p)j (ω
(p)) = α(p)j cos(β
(p)
j ω
(p)+ γ(p)j )+ϕ
(p)
j
8 f (r)j (ω
(r)) = α(r)j cos(β
(r)
j ω
(r)+ γ(r)j )+ϕ
(r)
j
9 end
10 Estimate angles ω(y),ω(p),ω(r) :
11 argminω(y),ω(p),ω(r),u(id) ‖x− xˆ‖
12 where xˆ=W × f(y)(ω(y))× f(p)(ω(p))× f(r)(ω(r))×u(id)
other two types of features: automatic landmarks and
histogram-based 3D descriptors.
Fig. 4 Sample images for the 20 subjects in COIL-20 dataset.
5.1 Image rotation manifold
We start our experiments using 2D images that capture
rotations of simple objects along only one axis: the vertical
axis (yaw angle). We consider the Columbia University
Image Library (COIL-20) data-set (Nene et al., 1996). The
COIL-20 is an often-used dataset that contains a total of
1440 grayscale images from 20 different objects. Each
image, of size 128 × 128 pixels, shows one of the objects
at a particular rotation angle over a black background.
There are 72 images for each object, taken at intervals of
approximately 5◦, thus covering the full range of rotations
between 0 and 360 degrees. As the only pre-processing step,
each image was downsampled to 32 × 32 pixels and these
were concatenated in row vectors of 1024 values which
constituted our input features. Figure 4 shows some sample
images of this dataset.
Following Algorithm 1, the input data was arranged in a
tensor. Due to the fact that images have only rotation about
one axis (yaw), we built a 3-D tensor of size 20× 72× 1024
(T ∈ R20×72×1024). Then we applied tensor decomposition
to obtain the core tensor and coefficients for each of the data
factors subspaces. We can consider this a special case of
Eq. 8 that reduces to:
T = G ×U (id)×U (y)×U ( f ) (17)
where U (id), U (y) and U ( f ) span the identity, rotation
and feature subspaces, respectively. In particular, we are
interested in U (y) ∈ R72×72; each element u(y)i j contains
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Fig. 5 Coefficients from the first, third, fifth and eighth dimensions of the viewpoint subspace for the entire range of angles. On the top of the figure
we also show sample images of some objects with rotation angles in correspondence to those displayed by the coefficient curves (at the bottom).
Blue curves show the actual values of matrix U (y) obtained by tensor decomposition while the red curves show their least-squares approximation
with cosine functions.
the coefficient of the j-th subspace dimension for the i-th
rotation angle. Thus, each column U (y) shows the behaviour
of a particular dimension of the rotation subspace when
the yaw angle varies and, as hypothesized in Section
4.3, it should approximately generate the waveform of a
trigonometric function. Figure 5 shows the coefficients of
a few columns of matrix U (y) (in blue color) together with
their cosine-based approximations (in red). The latter were
computed by minimizing Eq. 14 for each column of matrix
U (y), yielding an analytic representation f(y)(ω(y)) of the
underlying manifold structure of the rotation subspace, as
defined in Eq. 14.
We can observe in Figure 5 that the curves described
by the coefficients of U (y) are indeed quite similar to
cosine functions. On the other hand, we also see that the
cosine-based approximations do not produce a perfect fit
of the curves. This can be reasonably explained by the fact
that, apart from rotations, the COIL-20 dataset includes also
rather important variations in size, which for our settings
can be considered spurious effects. Nevertheless, taking into
account that we are trying to model out-of-plane rotations
with 2D pictures using directly their pixels as input features,
the curves in Figure 5 comply strikingly well with the
hypothesized behavior.
5.2 Synthesizing rotations
After rotation coefficients have been modeled, another
way to assess the behavior of the proposed framework is by
synthesizing multiple views of an object from which only
one specific rotation angle has been observed.2 Specifically,
given an input object (represented by feature vector x)
whose rotation is ω(y)0 , we can obtain its identity vector
2 This process is coined translation in the seminal work by
Tenenbaum and Freeman (2000).
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Fig. 6 Image obtained by means of the synthesis procedure (Eq. 11)
for a few example objects. The top row shows one image for each
of 4 sample objects from the COIL-20 database. These images are
used to estimate the identity vectors u(id) for each object, which
are combined with trigonometric function f(y) in order to synthesize
images at different rotation angles. In the lower part of the image we
see the synthesized images (top lines) and the corresponding original
images in the dataset (bottom lines) for each of the objects.
u(id) and combine it with f(y) to synthesize unknown
views of the same object according to different rotation
angles ω(y) 6= ω(y)0 using Eq. 11. Figure 6 illustrates the
images obtained by means of this procedure for a few
objects, as well as the corresponding actual images from
the database (for each experiment, the input tensor was
re-build by removing all the images at the rotation angle to
be synthesized). We can see, again, that the quality of the
synthesized images is not perfect and we can identify some
minor artifacts not present in the original images; yet, in
all cases we can clearly identify the object as well as the
specific rotation angle that was synthesized, indicating that
f(y) has successfully captured the effect of the rotation angle
in this dataset.
To quantify the impact of introducing the trigonometric
constraints in the synthesis of unseen rotations, we reserved
∼ 10% of the data (the first 7 rotated views3 of all
objects)to be used as test-set and re-built tensor T with the
remaining data (65 views × 20 objects). The new tensor
was decomposed and the resulting rotation subspace was
approximated by estimating f(y)(ω(y)). Then, we set up
a pose transfer experiment, which consists in using an
image from the test set as source from which we wish to
synthesize images with the same pose for all other objects
in the database and compare the result to the actual images
captured with that pose.
Let image x(ids,ωs) from the test set be the source
with identity ids and pose ωs (both of which we assume
unknown). We start by estimating its rotation ωˆ(y)s using the
subspaces spanned by the training tensor using a simplified
version of Eq. 12 (since there are no pitch and roll effects):
(ωˆ(y)s , uˆ
(id)
s ) = argmin
ω(y),u(id)
‖x(ids,ωs)−W ×u(id)× f(y)(ω(y))‖
(18)
Then, we can use any other object form the training
set as the target identity idt 6= ids, for which we wish to
synthesize a new image xˆ(idt ,ωs) with the same pose as
x(ids,ωs), as follows:
xˆ(idt ,ωs) =W ×u(id)t × f(y)(ωˆ(y)s ) (19)
where u(id)t is the identity vector of the target object and
is available from the training set. Once the synthesized
image xˆ(idt ,ωs) is computed, we can evaluate its quality by
comparing it with the actual x(idt ,ωs), which is part of the
test set. We do so by computing the peak signal to noise
ratio (PSNR), taking the difference between the original
and synthesized images as noise:
PSNR = 10 log10
(
I2MAX
MSE(xˆ(idt ,ωs)−x(idt ,ωs))
)
(20)
where IMAX = 255 for 8-bit images and MSE is the mean
squared error between the actual and synthesized images.
We repeated the above procedure taking each of the 7 ×
20 test images as source and transferred their pose to each
of the other 19 objects in the dataset, resulting in a total of 7
× 20 × 19 = 2,660 comparisons. The average PSNR of the
3 These samples cover approximately a viewpoint range from 5 to
35 degrees.
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synthesized images with respect to the originals was of 18.8
dB (± 4.37 dB standard deviation).
To provide a baseline for the above numbers, we
repeated the same experiment without the trigonometric
constraints. This implies using Eq. 10 instead of Eq. 12,
i.e. we estimate directly the coefficients of the rotation
subspace u(y) without constraining them to follow the
manifold structure imposed by f(y)(ω(y)). The resulting
PSNR was slightly lower (16.1 ± 3.52 dB), which suggests
that the imperfect fit of the trigonometric approximation
(e.g. Fig. 5) is overcome by the benefits of the manifold
structure that allows obtaining more accurate estimates of
the subspace parameters. In the next section we will see
that, when working with 3D data and multiple rotation axes,
the difference between the constrained and unconstrained
solutions becomes considerably higher.
Finally, note that our framework allows generating
synthetic views by directly specifying the desired angle,
without the need to estimate the pose subspace parameters
from an actual source image as we did in the above
experiment. However, this would not be possible in the
unconstrained case, in which the coefficients u(y) that
correspond to the rotation subspace are not modeled
analytically. This led us to design our experiment in terms
of pose transfer, to allow for a fair comparison of the
constrained and unconstrained cases.
6 Experiments on 3D head pose estimation
In this section we demonstrate the application of the
proposed framework to the problem of 3D head pose
estimation from depth data. In contrast to the tests from
Section 5.1, experiments of the present section imply
full deployment of our framework, given that we address
datasets where head rotations are not constrained to a single
axis but contain combinations of yaw, pitch and roll angles
at the same time.
Given that our framework focuses on analytically
modeling the underlying structure of the rotation manifold
in general, it can be applied to a wide variety of input
features. Nevertheless, the appropriate selection of input
features is important to achieve quantitative results that
demonstrate the relevance and applicability of the proposed
method. Thus, we have selected the two main features
from the system presented in (Derkach et al., 2017), which
obtained the first place in the recent Head Pose Estimation
Challenge organized on the SASE database (Lu¨si et al.,
2017). These features are composed by: 1) automatically
detected landmarks and 2) histogram-based descriptors
extracted around the landmarks. For completeness, we
briefly review these features in Section 6.1 and provide
pointers to external sources for more detailed information.
Then, in Sections 6.2 and 6.4, we report experiments over
two large and publicly available 3D face corpora: the
SASE (Lu¨si et al., 2016b) and BIWI databases (Fanelli
et al., 2013).
6.1 Feature extraction
Landmarks: we use Shape Regression with Incomplete
Local Features (SRILF) (Sukno et al., 2015) to locate the
following 12 facial landmarks: inner and outer eye corners,
nose corners, mouth corners, nose root, nose tip and chin
tip. The SRILF algorithm combines the response from
local feature detectors for each of the targeted landmarks
with statistical constraints that ensure the plausibility of
landmark positions on a global basis. An important aspect of
this algorithm is that it integrates combinatorial search with
partial set matching to infer possibly missing landmarks;
which inherently provides tolerance to distorted or missing
data (occlusions). This is an advantage in applications such
as head-pose estimation with sensors like Kinect, which
capture depth information from a single view. Under large
head rotations, the generated depth maps will have large
parts of the face missing due to self-occlusions and it is
crucial to be able to exploit partial information (Fig. 7).
Local appearance descriptors: Once the facial landmarks
are available, we use their location in order to extract the
second type of features, namely local surface descriptors
around landmark points. We use 3D Shape Contexts (3DSC)
(Frome et al., 2004) as local descriptors, slightly modified
to increase their sensitivity to viewpoint and robustness
to noise. 3DSC are based on a spherical histogram
computed on a neighbourhood of the interest point, i.e
landmark locations, and have been shown to perform well
as descriptors of the facial surface (Sukno et al., 2012).
Similarly to other popular descriptors representing 3D
geometry (Johnson and Hebert, 1999; Tombari et al., 2010;
Rusu et al., 2009), 3DSC uses the surface normal at the
interest point to appropriately orient the reference system
Fig. 7 Positions of the landmarks estimated automatically by SRILF
in a head scan showing large yaw rotation. Two views of the same scan
are provided: the original view (as seen from the camera) is shown to
the left and a rotated view (to simulate a frontal shot) is shown to the
right. Landmarks lying on the surface are indicated in blue color, while
those off-the-surface (estimated by inference) are displayed in red.
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Fig. 8 Example of the 3D mesh of a face with automatically obtained
landmarks
of the local neighbourhood, aiming for rotational invariance
4. Because our objective is to identify viewpoint, such
normal-based orientation is not convenient, hence we will
orient the reference systems of all local neighbourhoods
based on the normal to the camera sensor. This choice
avoids also the computation of surface normals, which are
known to be especially sensitive to noise (Papazov et al.,
2015; Tombari et al., 2010).
6.2 3D head pose estimation using SASE database
The data in SASE has been acquired with Microsoft Kinect
2 camera and contains RGB and depth images in pairs. The
entire database includes 50 subjects (32 male and 18 female)
in the range of 7-35 years old, with more than 600 frames per
subject. For each person, a wide range of yaw, pitch and roll
variations are included. Specifically, yaw and pitch angles
vary within±75 ◦, while roll angles vary within±45 ◦ (Lu¨si
et al., 2016a).
The SASE database is divided in two sets: Training
(comprising 28 subjects with a total of ∼ 17K images)
and Validation (12 subjects, ∼ 7K images) (Derkach et al.,
2017). Thereby, we have used each of these sets for training
and testing, respectively. As mentioned before, we base
our tests on the system described in (Derkach et al., 2017),
which is used as baseline. Therefore, we use two types
of features: automatically detected landmarks and local
appearance around landmark points.
Following (Derkach et al., 2017), we start by isolating
the head region using clustering and using the obtained
result to build a 3D mesh M that contains the head and
part of the shoulders. Then, mesh M is fed to the SRILF
algorithm with the aim to automatically detect 12 prominent
facial landmarks. An example of the 3D mesh of the
face with the obtained landmarks is illustrated on Figure
4 Such invariance, however, is only partially achieved in 3DSC since
the orientation of the surface normal still leaves one degree of freedom
undefined (the sphere’s azimuth) (Sukno et al., 2013)
8. Once the facial landmarks are available, we use their
coordinates as input features to train and test our approach
as described in Section 4. It is worth to mention that the use
of SRILF to extract the input features provides robustness
to both expression changes and missing parts. The latter is
especially important in databases such as SASE and BIWI,
because large pose variations induce self-occlusions that
are likely to affect the visibility of some landmarks. SRILF
deals with this problem by statistically inferring missing
landmarks, thus providing a complete set of landmark
coordinates even under occlusions.
6.2.1 Pose estimation from landmarks
During the training phase, we follow Algorithm 1 in order
to build a 5D tensor T ∈ R28×40×40×30×36 defined by:
28 subjects, 40 bins discretizing yaw and pitch angles in
the range of [−75◦..75◦], 30 bins for roll in the range of
[−55◦..55◦], and 36-dimensional features (12 landmarks
× 3 coordinates, centered at the nose tip to remove any
translation effect). In order to fill all cells in this 5D tensor
we need around 1.3 million samples, and it is obvious that
the SASE database does not have this amount; it provides
only about 5% of them. Thus, ∼ 95% of the training data
had to be generated synthetically. Specifically, if there is not
a sample with i-th identity and target angles yaw ω(y), pitch
ω(p) and roll ω(r), we look for the closest sample with the
same identity i from the training set and rotate it to the target
angles (the amount of rotation is easily computed as the
difference between the target angles and the ground-truth
angles from the selected sample).
After the tensor is built, we decompose it using Eq. 8,
and perform dimensionality reduction, obtaining the core
tensor G ∈ R28×3×3×3×10, matrix U (id) ∈ R28×28 for the
identity subspace, matrices U (y) ∈ R40×3, U (p) ∈ R40×3 and
U (r) ∈ R30×3 for yaw, pitch and roll subspaces, and matrix
U (F) ∈ R36×10 for the features subspace.
Next, we fit cosine functions to the pose coefficients
(Eq. 14) and obtain four parameters (α(∗)j ,β
(∗)
j ,γ
(∗)
j
and ϕ(∗)j ) for each dimension of the three rotation
subspaces (yaw, pitch and roll), thus achieving an analytic
representation of the structure of the rotation manifolds.
The results of the approximated coefficients for 3D pose
variations are illustrated in Figure 9. For each of the rotation
subspaces (yaw, pitch and roll), the first, second and third
coefficients of all angle variations are plotted with two
colors. The blue curves are the original values from the
first three columns of the matrices U (y),U (p) and U (r) and
the red curves are the approximated values obtained with
cosine functions. It can be observed that the trigonometric
approximation provides an excellent fit for the three rotation
angles, with only minor deviations that could be easily
attributed to noise in the data or in the extracted features.
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Based on the obtained coefficients and similarly to the
case with 2D images, we can synthetically generate sets of
landmarks by sampling our analytic manifold. For example,
given a particular subject and target angles ω(y), ω(p) and
ω(r), we can synthesize the corresponding set of landmarks
using Eq. 11. If this procedure is repeated while varying one
of the angles, we can get a graphical illustration of how the
effect of this angle has been captured by our framework.
Figure 10 shows an example in which identity, pitch and roll
angles are fixed, while yaw varies from −75◦ to 75◦.
After all function parameters are obtained, we use
the estimation approach based on the minimization of
the reconstruction error (Eq. 12) to test all images in
the Validation subset of SASE database (∼ 7K facial
images). We compared the obtained results of the proposed
framework with respect to the standard approach based on
minimizing the reconstruction error without constraints
and then correcting the solution to lie on the manifold5.
implicitly defined by the training samples (which we refer
to as Implicit constraints).
Table 1 summarizes the average pose estimation
errors obtained by each approach. It can be seen
5 The results obtained from the minimization are forced to comply
with the rotation manifold after each iteration using nearest-neighbour
search. Results without such correction would be worse than those
reported and not meaningful for comparison, since this is a widespread
practice. Notice that no constraints are applied to the identity subspace
in any of the experiments in this paper.
Fig. 9 Curves defined by the coefficients in each of the subspaces
corresponding to the head pose variation along one of the rotation axes
using landmark extimation as a features. The first column corresponds
to yaw rotation and shows the curves built from the coefficients of the
first 5 columns of matrix U (y) (blue) and their approximation with a
cosine function (red). The second and third columns correspond to
pitch and roll angles, respectively
Table 1 Average pose estimation errors tested on the SASE database
using landmark estimates as features
Yaw Pitch Roll Average
Implicit
constraints 12.18 13.51 10.38 12.02
Explicit constraints
(proposed) 6.50 7.07 6.06 6.54
that the straight-forward application of multi-linear
decomposition for head pose estimation yields quite large
estimation errors. Nevertheless, by introducing our explicit
manifold-compliant constraints, there is a drastic reduction
of the estimation errors, which become competitive with
state of the art methods (see below).
It is important to note that both methods compared
in Table 1 attempt to take into account the fact that
rotations define a manifold. The key difference is that in our
formulation we incorporate the constraints directly into the
minimization (e.g. Eq. 12). In contrast, in the case of using
implicit constraints, the minimization is firstly performed
without constraints (as in Eq. 10) and compliance to the
manifold is enforced only afterwards (the final solution
is obtained by iteratively alternating between these two
steps). Thus, even though in practice the constraints from
both approaches shall define fairly similar manifolds, the
unconstrained minimization from Eq. 10 is performed
on a space of relatively much higher dimension than the
manifold, hence leading to poor performance.
Fig. 10 Example of generated landmarks using trigonometric
functions (Eq. 11). Landmark coordinates change with rotation about
the vertical axis (yaw angle), i.e. identity, pitch and roll angles are
fixed, and the yaw angle varies from −75◦ to 75◦. Thus, according
to the position of the landmarks, we can see how the face progressively
rotates from left (orange) to right (blue).
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Fig. 11 Illustration of a 3D mesh of the face with the neighbourhoods
used to compute local descriptors.
Fig. 12 Curves defined by the coefficients in each of the subspaces
corresponding to head pose variation along one of the rotation axes
using local descriptors as features. The first column corresponds to
yaw rotation and shows the curves built from the coefficients of 5
columns of matrix U (y) (dashed blue lines) and their approximation
with a cosine function (red solid lines). The second and third columns
correspond to pitch and roll angles, respectively.
6.2.2 Pose estimation from local surface appearance
In this section we perform experiments with the local
surface descriptors presented in Section 6.1 as input
features. An interesting aspect of using these descriptors is
that, because they are based on spatial histograms of local
patches from the surface, rotations will have a non-linear
effect on the descriptor values. An illustration of a 3D mesh
of the face with the local descriptors is provided in Figure
11.
Similarly to the experiment with landmarks from the
previous section, for the training phase we firstly build a
5D tensor T ∈ R28×40×40×30×512, i.e. now the features
dimension is 512. Secondly, we decompose it using Eq. 8.
Thirdly, we estimate the coefficients for each of the
Table 2 Average pose estimation errors of the proposed framework
and previous works on the SASE database
Yaw Pitch Roll Average
Lu¨si et al. (2016a) 22 19 18 19.67
Derkach et al. (2017) 6.51 7.49 6.52 6.84
Proposed LMK 6.50 7.07 6.06 6.54
Proposed DESC 6.21 6.64 4.6 5.82
factor subspaces to obtain an analytic representation of the
structure of the rotation manifolds by fitting cosine functions
(Eq. 14). The results of the approximated coefficients for
3D pose variations are illustrated in Figure 12. Finally,
we use the modeled coefficients to estimate the 3D head
pose based on the minimization of the reconstruction error
(Eq. 12).
Note that, following (Derkach et al., 2017), we build
12 different tensors and produce different estimates for
each angle (i.e. one per landmark descriptor). However,
because of the potential presence of occlusions, it is not
guaranteed that all estimated landmarks will actually lie on
the mesh surface.6 Indeed, when parts of the facial surface
are missing, it is possible that some landmarks are estimated
relatively far from the meshM , i.e. they are inferred in the
position where we would statistically expect them to be,
despite no surface has been captured there (Fig.7).
Therefore, we use the indicator function 1(‖xˆ`−M ‖<
ε) to filter out the estimates from landmarks xˆ` that
are estimated off the surface and produce our final
appearance-based estimate as the average of the remaining
ones:
ω(∗) =
∑`1
(‖xˆ`−M ‖< ε)ω(∗)`
∑`1
(‖xˆ`−M ‖< ε) (21)
where ω(∗)` are the estimated angles from the `-th landmark
descriptor; the distance from xˆ` to M is computed as the
distance to the nearest mesh vertex:
‖xˆ`−M ‖= min
v j∈M
‖xˆ`− v j‖ (22)
Table 2 summarizes the average pose estimation errors
of the proposed framework using both landmarks and
appearance features on the SASE database. In this table,
we also compare our results to other methods reporting
head pose estimation error on the SASE database. Since
this database is rather new, only a few papers have
reported results on it. We can see that the proposed method
outperforms state-of-the-art methods on the same dataset.
In order to give more insights about the effectiveness
of the proposed framework, in Table 3 we compare our
6 We consider that a landmark is on the surface when its distance to
it is relatively small as compared to the mesh resolution.
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Table 3 Pose estimation errors (mean ± standard deviation) of the proposed method against regression and DNNs tested using the same surface
descriptors as input.
Yaw Pitch Roll Average
Regression 6.95 ± 8.17 7.97 ± 10.3 6.22 ± 7.99 7.05 ± 8.88
DNN 6.04 ± 7.62 6.84 ± 10.1 6.44 ± 8.21 6.44 ± 8.71
Proposed 6.21 ± 7.77 6.64 ± 10.0 4.60 ± 6.82 5.82 ± 8.30
method based on trigonometric constraints to the results
obtained by using linear regression and Deep Neural
Networks (DNNs) with the same input features and under
the same strategy of producing independent estimates
based on each landmark descriptor and combining them by
means of eq. 21. We selected the appearance-based features
for comparison, as they produced more accurate results
than landmarks. Regression experiments were performed
using ridge regression with cross-validation to tune the
regularization parameter. The DNN experiments were
based on the recent architecture from (Borghi et al., 2017),
addressed specifically to head pose estimation. Because in
our case the features are already available, we used only the
last layers of their proposed architecture. Concretely, the
used network is composed by three fully-connected layers
with 128, 84, and 3 channels, where the two first layers
use a tanh activation function and the last layer outputs
the predictions for the three different angles. As in (Borghi
et al., 2017), the network parameters have been optimized
by minimizing the L2 loss and using Stochastic Gradient
Descent (SGD). The results in Table 3 show that our method
compares favorably to the mentioned alternatives. It should
be emphasized that the objective of Table 3 is to provide
a comparison to other popular techniques under the same
input features while removing the impact of the latter.
However, DNN approaches are known to benefit from the
ability to determine their own features, which is not possible
under these experimental settings.
6.3 Discretization, scalability and complexity
The good performance reported in the previous section
comes at the price of requiring training data for all angle
combinations, e.g., if we discretize yaw, pitch and roll
into Dy, Dp and Dr bins, then we would ideally need
Dy × Dp × Dr training images for each object/person to
perform the HOSVD. While there exist alternative ways to
decompose the tensor that tolerate missing data (Xu et al.,
2015; Zhao et al., 2015), it is worth noting that there are
other two aspects that can alleviate this issue in a simpler
manner:
1. The fact of working with 3D data allows (under
certain conditions7) to synthesize virtual samples by
rotating existing ones to the desired (yaw, pitch, roll)
combination. For each bin (i, j,k) of the tensor, with
center at wi jk = (ω
(y)
i ,ω
(p)
j ,ω
(r)
k ) (see Eq. 16), we select
the closest unused sample M with ground-truth angles
wM = (ω
(y)
M ,ω
(p)
M ,ω
(r)
M ) and rotate it by wi jk −wM to
obtain the synthesized sample Mˆ which is now at the
desired angles. Input features can then be computed on
Mˆ and used to fill bin (i, j,k) of tensor T .8
2. Because we model each dimension of the rotation
manifold by means of cosine functions, we may
estimate these accurately even when using smaller
numbers of bins.
Based on the above, we repeated the experiments from
the previous section while reducing the number of bins
used to discretize the rotation angles. We started from the
discretization used in the previous section (40 × 40 × 30
bins), which yields bins of approximately 4 degree for each
rotation axis and progressively reduced the number of bins
proportionally for the 3 axes.
The results are summarized in Tables 4 and 5, for
the landmark and local surface descriptors, respectively,
We can see that in both cases, the number of bins can
be drastically reduced while maintaining performance
relatively unchanged. In the case of landmarks, the errors
increased less than 2% while reducing the size of the
input tensor by 330 times (to 6 × 6 × 4 bins), after which
errors finally rose. Similarly, in the case of local surface
descriptors, it was possible to reduce the tensor up to 64
times with no impact on performance.
The reason for this robustness to the discretization size
is, again, the use of trigonometric constraints to model
the manifold structure of the rotation subspaces. Fig. 13
illustrates this by showing how the input data and the
estimated cosines vary as we progressively reduce the
number of bins used to discretize the rotation angles. We
start by showing the case of 20×20×15 bins, in which
the input data clearly defines cosine curves. As we reduce
the number of bins, the shapes defined by the input data
7 Depending on the way in which the data is captured and the
extent of the considered rotations, self-occlusions may jeopardize this
strategy.
8 All experiments in this paper have been performed following this
strategy,
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Table 4 Effect of angular discretization on the proposed method using landmarks as input features.
Num of bins (y,p,r) Memory used by T Yaw error Pitch error Roll error Avg. error
40 × 40 × 30 369.1 MB 6.50 ± 8.74 7.07 ± 10.33 6.06 ± 10.51 6.54 ± 9.89
20 × 20 × 15 46.14 MB 6.46 ± 8.38 7.07 ± 10.30 5.87 ± 10.21 6.47 ± 9.67
10 × 10 × 8 6.15 MB 6.44 ± 8.48 7.09 ± 10.05 5.97 ± 10.09 6.50 ± 9.57
8 × 8 × 6 2.95 MB 6.58 ± 8.61 6.99 ± 9.86 5.90 ± 9.43 6.49 ± 9.31
6 × 6 × 4 1.11 MB 6.60 ± 8.22 7.16 ± 10.48 5.87 ± 10.18 6.54 ± 9.68
4 × 4 × 3 378 KB 7.18 ± 8.53 7.15 ± 9.97 6.14 ± 9.20 6.82 ± 9.25
3 × 3 × 2 142 KB 7.29 ± 9.73 7.37 ± 9.97 7.55 ± 10.97 7.40 ± 10.24
Table 5 Effect of angular discretization on the proposed method using local surface descriptors as input features.
Num of bins (y,p,r) Memory used by T Yaw error Pitch error Roll error Avg. error
40 × 40 × 30 5.13 GB 6.21 ± 7.82 6.64 ± 10.03 4.60 ± 6.82 5.83 ± 8.33
20 × 20 × 15 656.3 MB 6.33 ± 7.94 6.67 ± 10.03 4.68 ± 6.90 5.89 ± 8.39
10 × 10 × 8 87.5 MB 6.20 ± 7.83 6.77 ± 9.93 4.68 ± 6.67 5.88 ± 8.25
8 × 8 × 6 42.0 MB 6.54 ± 7.88 7.31 ± 10.44 5.76 ± 7.55 6.54 ± 8.72
6 × 6 × 4 15.8 MB 6.59 ± 7.99 7.34 ± 10.06 5.60 ± 7.48 6.51 ± 8.58
5 × 5 × 5 10.9 MB 6.80 ± 8.18 7.29 ± 10.02 5.61 ± 7.38 6.57 ± 8.60
4 × 4 × 3 5.3 MB 7.54 ± 8.64 8.11 ± 10.71 6.45 ± 7.77 7.37 ± 9.12
Fig. 13 Effect of the discretization in the estimated cosines used to approximate the rotation subspaces. The blue dots (joined by dashed lines)
indicate the actual data samples per subject (bins) used to estimate the cosine functions, which are plotted with red solid lines. Each row shows a
different discretization setting, from 20 bins for yaw and pitch (15 for roll) at the top row to just 5 bins (4 for roll) at the bottom row.
seem to deviate from the cosine shapes; yet a least-squares
approximation (following Eq. 15) is enough to recover
cosine functions with very similar parameters as those
obtained with larger numbers of bins. In the last row of Fig.
13, the cosines are estimated from just 5 data points for
yaw and pitch (4 points for roll), leading to less accurate
estimates. The tensor size, however, is 480 times smaller
than the original.
Tables 4 and 5 also indicate the memory required
to store the data tensor for the different discretization
choices. To compute these values we assumed storage
in double-precision using the training set of the SASE
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database to build the tensors, which implies storing the
data of 28 subjects. The growth of the tensor size is linear
in the number of subjects and cubic with respect to the
inverse of the bin size. Thus, the scalability of the approach
is dominated by the number of bins required to accurately
estimate the cosine functions. As discussed above, the
approach is robust to small numbers of bins.
In terms of complexity, once the features have been
extracted, the run-time during the test stage is dominated
by the minimization in Eq. 12. Since our goal was not
a real-time system, we solved this minimization using a
Matlab package (Schmidt, 2012) without applying any
special optimization. In spite of this, the landmark-based
estimates took only 37.8 ms per frame (on average) on a
desktop PC based on an Intel i7-4770 CPU @3.4 GHz with
24 GB of RAM. On the other hand, the descriptor-based
estimates (of considerably higher dimensionality) required
an average processing time of 0.83 seconds.
6.4 3D head pose estimation using BIWI database
The BIWI Database (Fanelli et al., 2013), acquired with a
Kinect 1 sensor, contains 24 sequences of RGB-D images
of subjects moving their heads over a range of roughly
±75◦ for yaw, ±60◦ for pitch and ±50◦ for roll. In total
this database consists of around 17K images. Because there
is no standard experimental protocol for this database, we
perform our experiments under a leave-one-sequence-out
strategy, so that no sequence is used for training and test at
the same time. All other settings were kept as described in
the previous section for the SASE database.
Table 6 summarizes our results, as well as those
presented by previous works reporting pose estimation
errors on this database. For each method, we show the
average absolute error per angle together with the respective
standard deviations (when provided by the authors). We also
indicate the type of input data that is used (depth, RGB or
both) and if pose estimates are produced separately for each
frame or using also temporal information (e.g. tracking).
Note that, despite the fact that our approach is the only
one using just depth information without tracking, our
results are quite competitive. Indeed, we clearly outperform
other methods not doing tracking except for (Papazov et al.,
2015), who reported smaller averages but considerably
higher standard deviations. Additionally, we achieve results
that are comparable to some of the tracking-based methods
listed in Table 6. Note, however, that we do not use any
temporal information and produce our pose estimates
independently for each frame, which implies that our results
reflect the average performance at fully automatic operation
under arbitrary initial head poses.
In the last column of Table 6 we also indicate the
methods that are based on DNNs, thus highlighting the
growing interest on Deep Learning methods for pose
estimation. In the context of such methods, some of
which very recent, we still observe that our results are
quite competitive. Indeed, we achieve lower overall pose
estimation error than all methods reporting per-frame
estimates, regardless of whether they use depth or RGB
data as input.
On the other hand, even though we have not focused on
optimizing operation speed, it is worth noting that several
methods in Table 6 are targeted to real time operation. In
our case, the limitations to operate in real-time comes firstly
from the extracted features (see (Derkach et al., 2017)),
and then by the minimization of Eq. 12, which can be
time-consuming in the case of high-dimensional features.
Nevertheless, our method is not actually tied to any specific
feature descriptor, which makes it feasible to replace the
features used in this work by real-time alternatives, such
as those in (Papazov et al., 2015). As indicated in Section
6.2.2, for low-dimensional features (e.g. ∼36 dimensions),
the minimization of Eq. 12 is easily achievable in real-time
using a Matlab-based implementation (Schmidt, 2012) in
a standard desktop-PC; in case of features of considerably
higher dimension, there would be the need to investigate a
more efficient implementation.
7 Conclusions
In this work we address 3D head pose estimation from depth
data by proposing a novel approach to learn the manifold
defined by 3D rotations. In particular, our method is able
to explicitly model the underlying structure of the rotation
manifold with an analytic form that takes into account the
specific constraints imposed by orientation variations. For
this purpose, we use multi-linear decomposition to split the
pose variation factors into separate sub-spaces accounting
for yaw, pitch and roll effects. We show that the coefficients
within each of these subspaces define a continuous curve
that can be modeled in terms of trigonometric functions,
which are indeed the bases to explain rotation effects. We
exploit this fact to introduce a minimization framework for
pose estimation based on tensor decomposition constrained
by trigonometric functions so that the obtained solutions are
always compliant with variations in rotation parameters. To
the best of our knowledge, the proposed method is the first
approach combining tensor decomposition with non-linear
modelling in order to explicitly impose structure over the
learned manifold.
We show that the proposed modeling based on
trigonometric functions can accurately model the effect
of rotation variations in pose sub-spaces, by means of
qualitative examples on 2D and 3D datasets. We also
provide quantitative results of head pose estimation in
two public databases, which demonstrate the advantages
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Table 6 Average pose estimation errors and standard deviations of the proposed frame-work and previous works on the BIWI database
Method Temporal Errors ± Std Domain DNN-basedInformation Yaw Pitch Roll
Fanelli et al. (2011) Yes 8.9 ± 13.0 8.5 ± 9.9 7.9 ± 8.3 depth No
Padeleris et al. (2012) Yes 2.4 ± 1.8 3.0 ± 2.16 2.8 ± 2.1 depth No
Baltrusˇaitis et al. (2012) Yes 6.3 5.1 11.3 RGB + depth No
Wang et al. (2013) No 8.8 ± 14.3 8.5 ± 11.1 7.4 ± 10.8 RGB + depth No
Ahn et al. (2014) Yes 2.6 ± 2.5 3.4 ± 2.9 2.8 ± 2.4 RGB CNN
Meyer et al. (2015) Yes 2.1 2.1 2.4 depth No
Papazov et al. (2015) No 2.5 ± 8.3 1.8 ± 4.3 2.9 ± 12.8 RGB + depth NoYes 3.0 ± 9.6 2.5 ± 7.4 3.8 ± 16.0
Chen et al. (2016) No 9.9 ± 12.4 12.8 ± 17.2 6.9 ± 9.8 RGB No
Li et al. (2016) Yes 3.0 3.2 5.3 RGB + depth No
Liu et al. (2016) Yes 4.5 ± 3.8 4.3 ± 2.7 2.4 ± 1.9 RGB CNN
Gu et al. (2017) No 3.91 ± 3.82 4.03 ± 3.61 3.03 ± 3.05 RGB CNNYes 3.14 ± 3.12 3.48 ± 2.89 2.60 ± 2.76 CNN + RNN
Lathuilie`re et al. (2017) No 3.1 4.7 3.1 RGB No
Yu et al. (2017) Yes 2.5 1.5 2.2 RGB + depth VGG-16
Ruiz et al. (2018) No 4.81 6.61 3.27 RGB ResNet-50
Borghi et al. (2019) Yes 2.6 ± 1.5 2.4 ± 1.3 2.9 ± 1.5 depth POSEidon+
Lathuilire et al. (2019) No 3.74 4.02 3.28 RGB VGG-162.37 5.22 4.04 ResNet-50
Wang et al. (2019) No 4.76 ± 4.33 5.48 ± 3.23 4.29 ± 3.30 RGB GoogleNet5.16 ± 5.32 4.23 ± 5.13 5.39 ± 2.61 depth
Proposed LMK No 3.6 ± 4.6 3.8 ± 4.8 5.2 ± 5.8 depth No
Proposed DESC No 3.3 ± 4.2 3.4 ± 4.4 3.3 ± 3.7 depth No
introduced by the proposed constraints. Firstly, on the
challenging SASE database, we show that directly applying
existing multi-linear decomposition approaches yields
poor pose estimation errors, which dramatically improve
when introducing the proposed trigonometric constraints,
reaching the lowest angle estimation errors reported so far
on this database. Later, we also report results on the widely
used BIWI database, showing that the proposed framework
is not only of theoretical interest but it can be translated into
a practical system to produce competitive pose estimation
results.
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Appendix
For the objective function of Eq. 15, partial derivatives should be computed with respect to variables α(∗)j ,β
(∗)
j ,γ
(∗)
j ,ϕ
(∗)
j .
Let us rewrite this equation as:
argmin
α(∗)j ,β
(∗)
j ,γ
(∗)
j ,ϕ
(∗)
j
‖u(∗)i j − f j(ω(∗)i )‖= argminα(∗)j ,β (∗)j ,γ(∗)j ,ϕ(∗)j E(α
(∗)
j ,β
(∗)
j ,γ
(∗)
j ,ϕ
(∗)
j )
Where error function E can be written in element form as:
E(α(∗)j ,β
(∗)
j ,γ
(∗)
j ,ϕ
(∗)
j ) =
1
2 ∑i
(
u(∗)i j − (α(∗)j cos(β (∗)j ω(∗)i + γ(∗)j )+ϕ(∗)j )
)2
Thus, partial derivatives of the function E become:
∂E
∂α(∗)j
= ∑i
(
cos(β (∗)j ω
(∗)
i + γ
(∗)
j ) · (α(∗)j cos(β (∗)j ω(∗)i + γ(∗)j )−u(∗)i j +ϕ(∗)j )
)
∂E
∂β (∗)j
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(
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j ω
(∗)
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)
∂E
∂ϕ(∗)j
= ∑i
(
α(∗)j cos(β
(∗)
j ω
(∗)
i + γ
(∗)
j )+ϕ
(∗)
j +u
(∗)
i j
)
Similarly to the previous case, the error function in Eq. 12 can be written as:
E(ω(y),ω(p),ω(r),u(id)) = 12 ∑n
(
xn− xˆn
)2
where xn using Eq. 14 is:
xn = ∑i∑ j∑k∑l
(
Wi jkln · f (y)i (ω(y)) · f (p)j (ω(p)) · f (r)k (ω(r)) ·u(id)l
)
Now we can compute partial derivatives with respect to variables ω(y),ω(p),ω(r) and each l-th element in vector u(id):
∂E
∂ω(y)
=−∑n
(
(xn− xˆn) · ∂ xˆn∂ω(y)
)
;
∂ xˆn
∂ω(y)
=−∑i∑ j∑k∑l
(
Wi jkln ·α(y)i sin(β (y)i ω(y)+ γ(y)i )β (y)i · f (p)j (ω(p)) · f (r)k (ω(r)) ·u(id)l
)
;
∂E
∂ω(p)
=−∑n
(
(xn− xˆn) · ∂ xˆn∂ω(p)
)
;
∂ xˆn
∂ω(p)
=−∑i∑ j∑k∑l
(
Wi jkln · f (y)i (ω(y)) · (α(p)j sin(β (p)j ω(p)+ γ(p)j )β (p)j ) · f (r)k (ω(r)) ·u(id)l
)
;
∂E
∂ω(r)
=−∑n
(
(xn− xˆn) · ∂ xˆn∂ω(r)
)
;
∂ xˆn
∂ω(r)
=−∑i∑ j∑k∑l
(
Wi jkln · f (y)i (ω(y)) · f (p)j (ω(p)) · (α(r)k sin(β (r)k ω(r)+ γ(r)k )β (r)k ) ·u(id)l
)
;
∂E
∂u(id)l
=−∑n
(
(xn− xˆn) · ∂ xˆn
∂u(id)l
)
;
∂ xˆn
∂u(id)l
= ∑i∑ j∑k
(
Wi jkln · f (y)i (ω(y)) · f (p)j (ω(p)) · f (r)k (ω(r))
)
